ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
ost students have migrated to Excel for data analysis because of Excel"s pervasive accessibility. This means, given just the summary statistics for Analysis of Variance, the Excel user is either limited to solving the problem by hand or to solving the problem using an Excel Add-in. Both of these options have shortcomings. Solving by hand means there is no Excel counterpart solution that puts the entire answer "right there in front of the student". Using an Excel Add-in is often not an option because, typically, Excel Add-ins are not available. The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to explain how to accomplish analysis of variance using an equivalent input data set and also to provide the Excel user with a straight-forward macro that accomplishes this technique. The technique works for Single Factor Analysis of Variance because, given a set of summary statistics (which are also the sufficient statistics in this instance), it is easy to verify the following two equations do generate an artificial data set with identical summary statistics (2) :
where, x = sample mean, s = sample standard deviation, and n = number of category observations
Single Factor Analysis Of Variance In Excel When The Actual Sample Data Set Is Available
To begin with, assume that the required input data set is available with which to do an analysis of variance in Excel. An example input data set is shown below. When OK is clicked on the above screen, the following Anova: Single Factor solution is generated by Excel (note: since Excel is a "live" spreadsheet, the default output in this case has been "cleaned up" appropriately).
Single Factor Analysis Of Variance In Excel When The Actual Sample Data Set Is Not Available (Only Summary Statistics Are Available)
Next, the Excel generated summary statistics above (Nj in cells B10:B13,X"s in cells D10:D13 and s"s in cells F10:F13) are used as input into the macro in order to generate the required equivalent input data set. The Excel macro is displayed below. After accessing the macro, the first screen, as shown immediately below, instructs you to Click Here for Data Entry Form (2) .
The first macro screen above indicates that the inputs are the number of observations per category (Nj), the category means (X)"s, and the corresponding standard deviations (s"s) for each category. The Yi and Yn are the corresponding generated observations which are used to build the equivalent data set. Click Here for Data Entry Form moves the user to the second screen (shown below).
On the second screen (shown above), you are asked to first enter the number of variables ( to categories or groups), which is 4 for the above example (A, B, C, and D). Then you click on Input Data and you begin with category A and, on separate screens, do the following: Enter Sample Size (Nj), Enter Sample Mean, and Enter Sample Standard Deviation. You do the same entry sequence for categories B, C, and D. When you have done this, you click on Generate Raw Data and the following information is displayed. [Note: the screens involved are clearly labeled and permit you to correct mistakes, if any]. After you select Generate Raw Data, the following results are displayed.
The above displayed values in C5:C8, E5:E8, and G5:G8 allow you to verify that you have entered correctly, for all four categories respectively, the number of observations (Nj), Means and Standard Deviations. The values in I5:I8 and K5:K8 display the values used to construct the equivalent data set. The constructed equivalent data set is displayed in columns M through P on the above screen. In addition, the equivalent data set shown above is also placed (by itself) on a separate Excel sheet labeled DATA. This is done in order to facilitate entering the equivalent data set into Excel (especially in the cases of large equivalent data sets). In this case, the equivalent data set on the DATA sheet appears as follows; The above data set is then easily used as the required input data set in the standard way for the Anova: Single Factor procedure in Excel. The Anova: Single Factor screen in this case is simply filled in as follows (Note: the above equivalent data set is obviously an artificial data set. In our opinion this is an important property of the surrogate data set because it reinforces the idea that the summary statistics are the sufficient statistics in this case.); After OK is clicked on the above screen, the following Excel solution is generated;
